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Abstract 
Let P,,n~>3, be the set of vertices of a regular n-gon and o be the centre of P,. Let 
P+ = P, u [o}. In this paper we determine the Steiner minimal trees on P+. By this example we 
will see how complicated the Steiner problem may become ifeven one regular point not lying on 
the Steiner polygon is added. 
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I. Introduction 
A Steiner minimal tree (SMT) on a set of points A is a shortest network inter- 
connecting all points of A with some additional points referred to as Steiner points. It 
is denoted by SMT (A). The points of A are referred to as regular points. A regular 
point of degree 1 is called a terminal. The Steiner problem for a given set A is to 
construct an SMT on A. It is well known [5] that each Steiner point is of degree three, 
and each regular point is of degree no more than three. If the degree of every regular 
point is one, then the Steiner minimal tree is called .full. All angles in Steiner minimal 
trees are no less than 120 °. This is called the angle condition of Steiner minimal 
trees. 
In general, a polygon, whose vertices are regular points in A, is referred to as 
a Steiner polygon of A if all Steiner minimal trees lie in it. It is proved [2] that the cyclic 
order of vertices of a Steiner polygon is consistent with the circumferential order of 
any Steiner minimal tree T for A. Hence, the more regular points lie on the Steiner 
polygon, the less are the possible full Steiner topologies. In other words, the Steiner 
minimal tree is more difficult to determine if there are more regular points lying inside 
the Steiner polygon. 
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Fig. 1. 
Let it'., n ~> 3, be the set of vertices of a regular n-gon inscribed in the unit circle with 
centre o. These vertices are denoted by {al, a2 . . . . .  a,} in counterclockwise order. The 
Steiner problem on P, is regarded as the first instance of the Steiner problem [6] 
studied by Jarnik and K6ssler [7] in 1934 and was completely solved a few years ago 
I-4, 9]. Obviously all regular points of P, are on the Steiner polygon. Let P+ = P,w{o}. 
Then o is the only regular point inside the Steiner polygon of P+.  In this paper we 
determine the Steiner minimal trees on P+.  By this example we will see how 
complicated the Steiner problem may become if even one regular point not lying on 
the Steiner polygon is added. 
For  convenience of description, define ai=ai+, if i~<0, and a i=a i - ,  if i>n. There 
are three special kinds of full Steiner subtrees with centre o. A full Steiner subtree on 
a set {o, ai, a,+ 1)} is referred to as a Y-tree; a full Steiner subtree on a set {0, al, a ,+ l), 
a,+2)} is referred to as a 2Y-tree; and a symmetric full Steiner subtree on et 
{o, ai, a,+ x), a(~+2), a,+ 3)} is referred to as a 3 Y-tree. Let l, denote the edge length of 
P., hence, I, = 2 sin(n/n). Let yl(n)l,, Yz (n)l., Y3 (n)l. be the length of a Y-, 2Y-, 3Y-tree 
respectively. Our  results are summarized as follows. 
Main theorem. As shown in Fig. 1, 
(1) SMT(P~)  is oa luoa2~oa3,  and its length is x /~ l .=3,  
(2) SMT (P,~) is a union of two Y-trees, and its length is 2yl (4)1. = 3.8637, 
(3) SMT (P ~) is a union of a 2 Y-tree and a Y-tree, and its length is 
(y2(5) + Yl (5))•. = 4.6401, 
(4) SMT (P~)  is a union of three Y-trees, and its len#th is 
3yl (6)1, = 3 x /~= 5.1960, 
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(5) SMT (P +) is a union of a 3 Y-tree and a 2 Y-tree, and its length is 
(Ys (7) + Y2 (7)) In = 5.5571, 
(6) SMT(P.+), 8~<n~<ll, is a 3Y-tree plus n - 4 edges q[ P., and its length is 
(y3(n)+(n-4))l . ,  
(7) SMT(P.+), n~>12, is a Y-tree plus n -2  edges q[P., and its length is 
(Yl (n) +(n -  2))l.. 
Here 
sin 0z/6 + rt/n) 
y~(n)- - -  
sin(It/n) 
1 1 o " 
y2(n)=~s(n)+4sin2(3+n)~+~Y'(n}sln(2+2~\-3 nJ 
(5 2) 
y3(n)=2yl(n)sin 6--n ft. 
Jr, 
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2. Preliminary iemmas and full subtrees without center o 
A full subtree of SMT(P +) is referred to as a subtree with centre o if it has o as 
a terminal, otherwise it is referred to as a subtree without centre o. In this section we 
deal with the latter kind of subtree. 
Let /_v,-1)viv~+~) denote the angle at vi lying on the left of the path from 
v,-x) via vi to v{i+~). Hence, V,-l),Vi,V,+l) are in counterclockwise order if 
0</v ,_  1)c~v~+ ~)<n. If vi is a vertex of a polygon, then Z_v~ denotes the interior 
angle at v~. 
All paths are simple paths, i.e., non-self-intersecting. A path pv~v2.., v,q is called a 
left-turn path (starting with edge pvl) if it always turns to the left at every vertex vi, 
1 <<,i<~r, on the path. Such a path must be convex. We will say 'the left-turn path 
psls2..,suq is enclosed by the left-turn path pvlvZ...Gq" if both L_slpvs>~O and 
Z_Gqs,>~O, not both with equality (Fig. 2). 
Analogously we can consider ight-turn paths. Lemmas 2.1-2.4 are easy to prove. 
The proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are to be found in [4]. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose the path psls2 ...suq is enclosed by another path pvll: 2 . . .  Gq. 
Then 
( r - -u ) r t>/  /v i - -~  /_s,. 
1 1 
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V(i -1) Vi 
V ( i + l ) ~  
~ ° o ° 
q p 
The left-turn Steiner path psl...su q is enclosed by 
the Steiner path P~I ...'~ q- 
A zigzag Steiner path. 
\ / 
A spoon-shaped Steiner path. 
Fig. 2. 
A path psls z ... s,q is called a Steiner path if each st, 1 ~i<~u, is a Steiner point, i.e., 
/__ sl = 2n/3 or 4n/3. Let a"~'.at denote the arc from aj to at in the counterclockwise 
direction. Let r= i - j -1 .  Then there are r regular points on ajar. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose a js1s2  . . .  Suat is a (left-turn) Steiner path. Then, 
(1) u<~5 for any n, 
(2) u ~< 4 when n <~ 11, and 
(3) u ~< 3 /f n ~< 9 and there is at least one regular point on ataj. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose n >7 6. Then, 
(1) the length of any edge in SMT (P+) is less than I, (the only exception is the edge 
which is incident to o when o is of  degree one) and 
(2) any full subtree with centre o has at least one Steiner point. 
A path is called zigzag if it turns to the left and right alternatively. (A path of two 
edges is also regarded as a zigzag path.) A path of four edges is called spoon-shaped if it 
turns right twice after it first turns left once (or vice versa) (Fig. 2). 
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose the length of each edge on a Steiner path is no more than l,. Then, 
the distance between two endpoints of the path is no more than el,, where c is 
(1) 2 (f the path is convex, 
(2) (x~k) /2  if the path is zigzag and of k edges and k ( >~ 2) is even, 
(3) (xff3k 2 +1) /2  !f the path is zigzag and of k edges and k (>~ 3) is odd, and 
(4) 3 i/'the path is spoon-shaped. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose ajsls2 .. . .  s, ai is a left-turn Steiner path in SMT(P  + ). ! f  n >~6, 
then there is at most one regular point on a~aj (hence, j <~ i + 2j. 
Proof. First, we prove that a~aj cannot be a major arc. Suppose to the contrary, a~a2 is 
a major arc, i.e. /ajoai>Tz. Note that the convex path ajsi ... s, ai is enclosed by the 
arc ajai. Let p be the intersection of a~ and the extension of ajsx, then /a jpa i< 
/_ajslai<~2~/3. It follows that / _a joa i=2/a jpa i<4~/3 .  Hence, x/3<lajal] .  Again, 
since the convex Steiner path ajs ~ ... s, ai is enclosed by the minor arc aja~, u <~ 2. 
When u= 1, then x/3<]ajai]=]ajslai]<x/31, by Lemmas 2.3(1) and 2.4(2). Hence, 
l< l ,=2s in (n /n) ,  which contradicts n~>6. So, u=2.  But x/'3<]ajai]=]ajslszai]<21, 
by Lemmas 2.3(1) and 2.4(1). Hence 
__x /3<l=2s in_ .  
2 n 
It follows that n < 8. Since u = 2, there are at least two regular points on the minor arc 
ajai; in other words, there are at least four vertices of P, on a semi-circle containing 
ajai. So n~>7 and, consequently, we have exactly n=7.  When n=7,  there are just two 
regular points a(i ~), a(i-2) on aja~. It is easily verified that the convex path a~slszai 
cannot lie within the path aja~_ a a~_ 2a~ by Lemma 2.1. So we have proved it imposs- 
. 
ible that a~aj is a major arc. 
Now we show that there is at most one regular point on a~a2. Suppose that are t -  1 
regular points on alaj, and t >~ 3. Since "~" " aiaj is not a major arc, 2t ~< n, and we have 
]a ja i [=2s in  =2s in -  ~>2sin- -~>2 2sin =2l , .  
n / /  , 
On the other hand, by Lemmas2.3(1) and 2.4(1), ]ajai]=]ajs I . . ,s ,  ai]<21,. The 
contradiction proves t ~< 2, and hence j ~< i+ 2. [, 
In a similar way we can prove the following lemma. 
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Fig. 3. 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose ajsl S 2 . . .  sual is a left-turn Steiner path in SMT(P+) for  n>~6. I f  
either u <<.3 or n <<. 12, then there is no regular point on alaj (hence, j= i  + 1). 
Theorem 1. Suppose n >~ 6. I f  T1 is a full subtree without centre o, then T1 is a 
side of P,. 
Proof. Suppose T1 has Steiner points. Each terminal of /'1 determines a unique 
right-turn path. These paths, together with the boundary of the circle, divide the circle 
into convex regions, and o belongs to just one of these regions. Let T be a full subtree 
with centre o. Since o is a terminal of T, T lies entirely in the same region as o. Let the 
boundary of this region be the left-turn Steiner path ajs~s2 ... sual and the arc aiaj 
(Fig. 3). Clearly, o cannot be on the boundary of this region. By Lemma 2.3(2), there is 
at least one regular point on a~a 1. However, by Lemma 2.5, there is at most one, and 
consequently exactly one, regular point on aiaj. Hence, without loss of generality, Tis 
the Steiner tree on Aoa~a,+ ~ and s is the Steiner point of T. Moreover, by Lemma 2.6, 
n>12, and u>~4. 
Consider the distance between the parallel ines ajsl and s3s4. This distance is no 
more than x/31n by Lemma 2.4(2). On the other hand, the circle with centre o and 
radius os does not touch ajs~s2...su, otherwise os can be replaced by a shorter 
segment. Since 
sin( /_oais) sin(1/3--1/n)n 2sin(1/3--1/n)n 
Ios l -  . - = 
sin( / also ) sin (2n/3) x/~ ' 
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it follows that x /31 .=2x/3s in (~/n)>2]os ]=4s in ( l /3 -1 /n )~/~/3 .  From this follows 
n < 8, contradicting n > 12. Hence, 7"1 cannot have a Steiner point and therefore must 
be a side of P.. 
3. Un iqueness  o f  the full  subtrees with centre o for n ~> 8 
Suppose T is a full subtree of SMT (P+) with centre o. Let the left-turn path starting 
with OSo be OSoSlS2 ... ska,  the right-turn path starting with OSo be OSoS'~S'2 ... S'k,ar, 
the right-turn path starting with SoS~ be SoS~#2 ... g,,aj, and the left-turn path starting 
with SoS'l be SoS'lg'2 ... g'~,aj, (Fig. 4). Clearly, k and m are either both equal to zero or 
both greater than zero. Similarly for k' and m'. Define s~ =a i=a j  if k=m=0,  and 
define s'l =at  =aj,  if k '=m'=0.  
Lemma 3.1• I f  n> 12, then k <, 1, k'~< 1, and T is the unique full  subtree with centre o. 
Proof .  Suppose k>~2. Consider the total interior 
OS(k_ 2)S(k l)skaio. We have 
4g 
37~ =~---{-- L OS(k_ E)S(k_ I) + L SkaiO + / aiOS(k 2) . )  
angles of the polygon 
<(-~+-~+½)~+ z_ a,os~k_ 2~. 
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
Hence, n/2 < /aiOStk-2), and lalstk-2)] > lalol = 1. But laistk-2)l = laiSk ... Stk- 2)1 <2l ,  
by Lemma 2.4(1). F rom 1 <21.=4sin(n/n)  it follows that n~< 12, contradicting n> 12. 
So k ~< 1. By symmetry, k'~< 1 also. 
If k=k '=0,  it is easy to see that I osol>l. .  If k= 1 and I OSol<<,l,, then by 
Lemma 2.4(1), applied to the convex path OSo s lai, we obtain 1 = I oall = I OSoslail< 2l., 
which contradicts n>12.  So in any case I osol>l, ,  and T is unique by 
Lemma 2.3(1). [] 
Now suppose n~< 12 and Tis a full subtree for the set {o, al,a2 . . . . .  a,}. All regular 
points on alar are terminals of Tby  Lemma 2.6. Suppose there is another subtree with 
~.  . 
centre o, and, without loss of generality, suppose alar is a minor arc. Hence, 2 ~< r ~< 6. 
For  the cases 2 ~< r ~< 4, our strategy is to show that [ T I > rl,. Then T can be replaced 
by the path a.ax ... at,-1)a, (or axa2 ... a,at,+x)) to obtain a shorter Steiner tree on 
P,+. This is a contradiction. This strategy has been used in [4]. For the cases r = 5 and 
6, we will prove directly that T cannot be minimal. 
Let (pq) denote the third vertex of equilateral triangle Apq(pq) which is to the left 
side of pq looking from p to q. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose T is a Y-tree on {o, ax, a2} as shown in Fig. 5. Then the length ofT,  
[T[, is yl(n)l ,  where 
sin(l/6 + 1/n)n 
yx(n)= 
sin(n/n) 
In particular, [ T] is greater than 2l, for 8 <~ n. 
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Proof. Let p=(aza O. 
sin(/°alP)_2sin(5__l~rt=2 ( l+ l )n  
]Tl=l°Pl=[°allsin(/alpo) \6 nJ sin\6 n/ " 
Hence, 
(2sin(1/6+l/n)n~ 
I TI I. =\  2sin(n/n) ] 
\2 sin (n/n) 
If n~>8, 
[T [ />\~)+ l,=2.0731l.. U2 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose T is a 2 Y-tree on {o, a 1, a2, a3 } as shown in Fig. 6. Let P l =(13a2), 
p2=(plaO, ~o.= / p2oa~. Then [Tl=yz(n)l, where 
y2(n)= Y~(n)+4sin2 ~+n n+2yl(n)sin 3+n n. 
In particular, ITI is greater than 31.for 8~n<<. 12. 
Proof. It is easily shown that 
I Tl =lop21=x/lopxl2 + lplp212- 21opl lplp21cos( L_ p2pl o) 
=l, ~(n)+4sin2\3 n/n+2yl(n)sin\3 njrt. 
The first term under the square root is increasing in n, the second term decreasing in n, 
and it can be verified that the third term is also increasing inn for 8 ~< n~< 12. Hence, for 
such n 
ITI>~I /(sin(1/6+l/8)n'~ 2 [1 1\  2(sin(1/6+l/8)n~ 2 2 
. /~ s=~n(~) j  +4s in2~+i~)n+ \ s in(re/S)/s in(~+~)n 
=3.0171l,. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose T is a 3 Y-tree on {o, an, a2, a3,14} as shown in Fig. 7. The lenqth 
of T, I T[, is ys(n)l, where 
y3(n)= 2y,(n)sin (~- - ! )  n. 
In particular, ITI is greater than 41.for 8 <~n. 
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Fig. 8. 
Proof. Let Pl =(a2al), P2 =(a4a3), P3=(P2Pl) • Then, 
I TI = ]op3l = Iopll sin(/__oplp3), 
sln( / opapO 
= (2 sin (~-~)  rt) Yl (n'/n" 
If n >/8, by Lemma 3.2, 
] Tl>~(2sin (~-~)  Tt) y~(8)l.= l.9319 x 2.07311.=4.0051.. [] 
Obviously, the set {0, al, a2, a3, a4} is symmetric about od where d is the midpoint 
ofa2a3. It is easily verified that up to symmetry there are three different full topologies 
on this set. One of them is the (symmetric) Ya-topology. Two others are shown in Fig. 8, 
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Lemma 3.5. (1) Suppose OSoSl ...Ska3 (k>O) is a left-turn Steiner path in T and Sk 
connects via a Steiner point s to ax, a2. Then T cannot be minimal. 
(2) Suppose OSoS 1 ... Ska 4 is a left-turn Steiner path in T. Let s be the Steiner point 
incident to a z, a3, and let s' be the Steiner point ~f dalss k. Then T cannot be minimal. 
Proof. We only prove the second part. Suppose abcd is a skew quadrilateral with 
l adl <~ lab [, [cbl <~ [cd [, and T is the Steiner tree with a Steiner point incident o a, b and 
another Steiner point incident o c,d. Then, it has been proved [1] that Tcannot be 
minimal except if ladl=[abl, Icbl=lcdl both hold. It is easy to see that IS~k-~a~] <
]S~k-l)a,~[ and ](a3a2)al =l(a3a2)a31. Hence, the subtree for the skew quadrilateral 
S~k 1)a~(a3az)a4, i.e., the subtree interconnecting S~k ~l, aa .. . . .  a4, is not minimal. [! 
Lemma 3.6. The trees with the topologies in Fig. 8 either cannot exist or cannot he 
minimal. 
Proof. In Fig. 8(1) let d be the midpoint ofala2. Let s be the Steiner point ofdoala2,  
s is on od. The point So cannot be in dsala2 otherwise the right-turn path a~sosl ... 
ends nowhere. Hence, the Steiner path OSoS~sza4 is enclosed by the path odazaaa 4. By 
Lemma 2.1 we have 0 > (1/2 + 2 (1 - 2In) -- 2) n = ( 1/2 - 4In) n, which contradicts n>~ 8. 
In Fig. 8(2), the subtree connecting So, a2, a3, a4 is not minimal by Lemma 3.5(1J. ', i 
It is easily verified that up to symmetry, there are seven different full topologies on 
{o, al, a2,a3,a4,as} as shown in Fig. 9. 
Lemma 3.7. The trees with the topologies in Fig. 9 either cannot exist or cannot he 
minimal. 
Proof. (1) Let d be the midpoint ofa laz  in Fig. 9(1). Clearly, So is on the same side of 
od as Sl. It is easily verified that the path OSoS~SzS3as cannot be enclosed by the path 
odaza3aga5 by Lemma 2.1. Similarly, in Fig. 9(2), the path OSoSlSza5 cannot be 
enclosed by the path oa2a3a4a5 by Lemma 2.1. 
(2) In Fig. 9(3), the subtree on {so,a3,a4,as} is not minimal (Lemma 3.5(1)). 
(3) In Fig. 9(4)-9(7) the path connecting al and a5 is either a spoon path or a zigzag 
path. It is easily proved by calculation that there is at least one edge on the path which 
is longer than l,. This contradicts Lemma 2.3(1). 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose Tw T' is a Steiner tree on P ~2, where T and T' are fidl subtrees on 
{o, al . . . . .  a6}, {o, a7 . . . . .  a12} respectively. Then T•T'  cannot be minimal. 
Proof. Suppose Tw T' is minimal. Without loss of generality suppose [T[<~IT'I. Let 
be the symmetric image of T with respect to centre o. By the symmetry of P ~2, Tw T 
is also a Steiner tree on P~-2, and I TwT I -~ ITwT I- Let s,g be the Steiner points 
adjacent o o in T, T respectively. Note that s,o and g are collinear by symmetry. 
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Hence, there are at most four Steiner points on the right-turn path axz ... al by 
Lemma 2.2. Consequently, the path connecting al and a6 is a zigzag path with at most 
three Steiner points. It is easily proved by calculation that there is at least one edge on 
the path which is longer than l,. This contradicts Lemma 2.3(1). [] 
Theorem 2. I f  n >7 8, then there is only one full subtree with centre o. 
Proof. The case n> 12 has been proved in Lemma 3.1. Suppose 8~<n~< 12and sup- 
pose there is more than one full subtree with centre o. One of them, say T, is on a set 
consisting of o plus no more than r (~< 6) regular points on the circle. If r ~< 4 then it 
cannot be minimal by Lemmas3.2-3.4 and 3.6. T is not minimal for r=5 by 
Lemma 3.7. If r = 6, then n = 12 and T is not minimal by Lemma 3.8. [] 
4. Steiner minimal trees on P + n 
SMT(P.  +) can be decomposed into a union of full subtrees o that 
SMT(P+) = TwT'wT"wT lwT2w ..., 







where T, T', T" are full subtrees with centre o and T~, i=  1,2 . . . . .  are full subtrees 
without centre o. Let n(T)  denote the number of vertices of P, interconnected by 7". 
Without loss of generality, suppose n(T)>~n(T')>~n(T"). By Lemma 2.3(2), n(T), 
n(T') ,n(T")  are all no less than 2 when n>~6, if the trees exist. 
Suppose the structure of T is as described at the beginning of Section 3 and 
as shown in Fig. 4. Let s be the intersection of s'2s'a and szsl. The path 
aiS'k . . . .  S'2SS 2 . . .  Ska i is a left-turn (convex) Steiner path. Applying Lemma 2.2 to this 
path we have k + k' ~< 6; especially, k+ k' ~< 5 if n ~< 12. For a similar reason, m + m' ~< 3 if 
n ~< 12. Without loss of generality suppose k/> k'. 
Lemma 4.1. So is strictly in Aajoay when n>~6. 
Proof. Suppose / So oa F >/ /a j  oa j , .  By Lemma 2.5, j ~< j '  + 2. So, acj,+ 1) is either aj or 
at j_ 1)- Let u and v be the points on SoS'~ such that u is on oaj,+ 1 and va t, is parallel to 
ou (Fig. 10). Then /vuaj ,<rt /3  while &uaj ,+ la j ,=/oa j ,+ la j ,=( l /2 -1 /n )n>~/3 .  
Since uaj,+ 1 is parallel to vat,, it follows easily that I So s'l I ~> l uvl/> laj, atj,+ 1)[ = l, which 
contradicts the minimality of T by Lemma 2.3(1). D 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose n >~ 6. I f  k = 1 then m = 1. Symmetrically, if k '= 1 then m'= l. 
Proof. It is easily seen that m~<2. If m=2 then the path ajg2slai is a zigzag path and 
each edge on the path is shorter than l,. Therefore, there are at most two regular 
points on ajai. If there is one regular point on a~aj, then the subtree on ~tso,aj, 
a~j+ll,ai} cannot be minimal by Lemma 3.5(1). If there are two regular points on 
a~aj, then the subtree on {So, a j, a~j+ 1j, a~j+ 2), a~} cannot be minimal by Lemma 3.5(2). 
In both cases we have a contradiction. Hence m = 1. [] 
Lemma 4.3. All vertices of  P+ which are not terminals of  T are on the arc aiai,. In 
particular, j =j '  + 1. 
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Fig. 11. 
Proof. Ifn~< 12, the result follows from Lemma 2.6 directly. If n> 12, then k~< 1, k'~< 1 
by Lemma3.1 and m~<l, m'~<l by Lemma4.2. So the result is still true by 
Lemma2.6. [] 
Since a i, and aj are adjacent regular points by Lemma 4.3, we may define d to be the 
midpoint of aj, aj and 0 to be /sood. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose k' <~ 1, m' ~< 1. Then, (1) 0 ~< 0 < rt/n; (2) 0 = 0 if and only if k = k' 
and m=m'. 
Proof. We only prove the case k '= m'= 1. The proof for the case k '= m'= 0 is similar. 
(1) By Lemma 4.1, O<rt/n. Let p =(aj, ai,), q =(ati+ 1)aj). Let s be the Steiner point of 
Aqop, s' be the Steiner point of Aaja<j+ x)s, and s" be the Steiner point of Asai,ai,. So, 
qs and SlSo should meet at the point (po) (Fig. 11). If 0<0, then So is in the polygon 
a~s'ss"a~,. Because m>~m'= 1, if s~ is in the polygon ajs'ss"aj,, the right-turn path 
aj,s'x So... will end nowhere, and if s~ enters in Aaja(j+ x)s', the right-turn path aj , , . . .  
will end nowhere. This is a contradiction. 
(2) If k=k '  and m=m', then obviously 0=0 by symmetry. On the other hand, 
suppose 0=0 and k'=m'= 1, then So is on the line os. Because /__psoo=2rt/3, So must 
coincide with s. Consequently, sl is on the extension of the line (po)s. Clearly, sl 
coincides with s' if and only if m = 1. Otherwise, if sx is on ss', then the right-turn path 
a~,s'asosx ... will end nowhere, and if s~ is on s'q, then the right-turn path a j , . . . ,  will 
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end nowhere. Since we have proved sl = s', a similar argument will give s2 = a~s+ 1), i.e., 
k= l .  [] 
Remark 4.1. In fact, Lemma 4.4 is true even though k' > 1, m' > 1. 
Theorem 3. l f  n>~ 12 then k=k '=0,  that is, T is a Y-tree. 
Proof. Both k~< 1 and k'~< 1 by Lemma 3.1. Since 0~>0 by Lemma 4.4, the path 
OSoslal is enclosed by the path oda~ai when k= 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, 0>n/2+ 
(n -2n /n) -4n /3 .  So, n < 12. This is a contradiction. % 
We have proved that all T~, i= 1,2 . . . . .  must be edges of P, (Theorem 1) and T', T" 
do not exist when n ~> 8 (Theorem 2). After complicated calculations (for the details see 
[10]), we can prove the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4. The unique (up to a rotation about o)full Steiner subtree with centre o is 
a Y-tree when n=12, and is a 3Y-tree when 8~<n~<ll. 
Theorem 5. SMT(P~-)= TwT' ,  where T is a 3Y-tree and T' is a 2Y-tree. 
The determination of both SMT (P ~-) and SMT (P +) is trivial. The Steiner minimal 
tree for P+ was determined by Megiddo [8] to show the existence of coalition of 
consumers; here we give a simpler proof. 
Theorem 6. SMT(P~-)= T•T',  where T is a 2Y-tree and T' is a Y-tree. 
Proof. Every angle between two adjacent sides of P5 is equal to 3n/5, which is less 
than 2n/3. This implies that each vertex of SMT (P ~-) has degree 1, i.e., T~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  
cannot exist. Consequently, n(T)+n(T ' )+n(T ' )=n=5.  It follows that T" cannot 
exist either. Now it is clear that the unique possible decomposition is SMT (P+)= 
Tw T', n (T )= 3, n(T ' )= 2. Hence, the lemma is proved if we can show that S MT (P ~-) 
is not full. 
Suppose SMT(P +) is full. All possible full topologies on six points are shown in 
Fig. 9. Note that if a quadrilateral has a full Steiner tree, then it must be convex. By 
Melzak's construction any full Steiner tree in Figs. 9(1) and 9(4)-9(7) is equivalent to 
a full Steiner tree on a quadrilateral oalpq with Steiner points So and sl. For example, 
in Fig. 9(I), p is a2 and q is ((asa4)a3). However, since /a loas=2rt /5 ,  it is easily 
seen that /qoa l  >n. Similarly, any full Steiner tree in Figs. 9(2)-9(3) is equivalent 
to a full Steiner tree on a quadrilateral o(a2aOpq with Steiner points So and sl, and 
Z_qo(azaO>n. Hence, this is a contradiction. [] 
Finally we consider the Steiner minimal tree for P~-. 
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Theorem 7. SMT(P~-)= TwT'wT" where T, T', T" are all Y-trees. 
Proof. It has been proved in [3] that the minimum of the Steiner ratio is x/3/2. It is 
easy to see that Tw T'w T" attains this minimum when T, T', T" are all Y-trees. Hence, 
TwT'wT" is the Steiner minimal tree. [] 
Summarizing all the above results we obtain the main theorem as stated in 
Section 1. 
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